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Java For Dummies
Build enhanced visual experiences and design and deploy modern, easy-toPage 1/33
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maintain, client applications across a variety of platforms. This book will show you
how these applications can take advantage of the latest user interface
components, 3D technology, and cloud services to create immersive visualizations
and allow high-value data manipulation. The Definitive Guide to Modern Java
Clients with JavaFX is a professional reference for building Java applications for
desktop, mobile, and embedded in the Cloud age. It offers end-to-end coverage of
the latest features in JavaFX and Java 13. After reading this book, you will be
equipped to upgrade legacy client applications, develop cross-platform
applications in Java, and build enhanced desktop and mobile native clients. What
You Will Learn Create modern client applications in Java using the latest JavaFX
and Java 13 Build enterprise clients that will enable integration with existing cloud
services Use advanced visualization and 3D features Deploy on desktop, mobile,
and embedded devices Who This Book Is For Professional Java developers who are
interested in learning the latest client Java development techniques to fill out their
skillset.

Sams Teach Yourself Android Game Programming in 24 Hours
SOA and EAI projects have 80% failure rates. Most IT divisions make it about
technology and a testbed for experiments. While SOA & EAI is about delivering
strategic business value with agility, to changing business needs.The book covers
the basics of SOA & EAI followed by an analysis of the SOA manifesto. We push an
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arguement against Governance and COE's. The book then builds a feasible model
of execution and outlines practices which when in the past practised by Aditya
Yadav and Associates virtually have had a 100% success rate.The book outlines
the Rincci SOA/EAI (Contrarian) method. Which delivers exactly what the business
needs and avoids ivory tower architectures. It is designed with constant change in
mind and enables the soa ecosystem to evolve in distributed co-ordinated fashion.
It enables individual systems to deliver tactical goals along with the strategic
business goals for the multi-system ecosystem.

Eclipse in Action
When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this
pocket guide provides a handy reference to standard features of the Java
programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples,
tables, figures, and lists, as well as Java 8 features such as Lambda Expressions
and the Date and Time API. It’s an ideal companion, whether you’re in the office, in
the lab, or on the road. This book also provides material to help you prepare for the
Oracle Certified Associate Java Programmer exam. Quickly find Java language
details, such as naming conventions, types, statements and blocks, and objectoriented programming Get details on the Java SE platform, including development
basics, memory management, concurrency, and generics Browse through
information on basic input/output, NIO 2.0, the Java collections framework, and the
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Java Scripting API Get supplemental references to fluent APIs, third-party tools, and
basics of the Unified Modeling Language (UML)

Hello, Android
Data Structures and Algorithms in Java
Step-by-step guide that introduces novices to using all major features of Eclipse 3
Eclipse is an open source extensible integrated development environment (IDE)
that helps Java programmers build best-of-breed integrated tools covering the
whole software lifecycle-from conceptual modeling to deployment Eclipse is fast
becoming the development platform of choice for the Java community Packed with
code-rich, real-world examples that show programmers how to speed up the
development of applications by reusing and extending existing Eclipse components
Describes SWT and JFace (Eclipse's alternative to the Java AWT and Swing) and
demonstrates them in practice in a JavaLayer based MP3 player Shows how Eclipse
can be used as a tool platform and application framework

Essays on SOA and EAI - A Pocket Guide
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How many times have you reached an impasse while writing code because you
couldn't remember how something in Java worked? This new pocket guide is
designed to keep you moving. Concise, convenient and easy to use, the Java
Pocket Guide gives you Java stripped down to its bare essentials -- in fact, it's the
only book on Java that you can actually fit in your pocket. Written by Robert and
Patricia Liguori, senior software and lead information engineers for Java-based air
traffic management and simulation environments, Java Pocket Guide contains
everything you really need to know about Java, particularly everything you need to
remember. The book pays special attention to the new areas in Java 5 and 6, such
as generics and annotations. Why do you need the Java Pocket Guide? It's the only
CliffsNotes-style guide to Java available Lets you find important things quickly
without consulting 1000-page tutorials Includes many command-line options
Organized for quick and easy use on the job If you're looking to learn some aspect
of Java, this is not your book. Java Pocket Guide is for the experienced Java
programmers among you who need quick reminders to jog your memory on how
something in the language works. Simply put, this pocket guide offers practical
help for practicing developers.

Java Pocket Guide
Eclipse is the most adopted integrated development environment (IDE) for Java
programmers. And, now, Eclipse seems to be the preferred IDE for Android apps
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developers. Android Apps with Eclipse provides a detailed overview of Eclipse,
including steps and the screenshots to help Android developers to quickly get up to
speed on Eclipse and to streamline their day-to-day software development. This
book includes the following: Overview of Eclipse fundamentals for both Java and
C/C++ Development. Using Eclipse Android Development Toolkit (ADT) to develop,
debug, and troubleshoot Android applications. Using Eclipse C/C++ Development
Toolkit (CDT) in conjunction with Android Native Development Kit (NDK) to
integrate, develop and troubleshoot native Android components through Eclipse.

Eclipse Rich Client Platform
With a variety of interactive learning features and user-friendly pedagogy, the
Third Edition provides a comprehensive introduction to programming using the
most current version of Java. Throughout the text the authors incorporate an
"active learning approach" which asks students to take an active role in their
understanding of the language through the use of numerous interactive examples,
exercises, and projects. Object-oriented programming concepts are developed
progressively and reinforced through numerous Programming Activities, allowing
students to fully understand and implement both basic and sophisticated
techniques. In response to students growing interest in animation and visualization
the text includes techniques for producing graphical output and animations
beginning in Chapter 4 with applets and continuing throughout the text. You will
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find Java Illuminated, Third Edition comprehensive and user-friendly. Students will
find it exciting to delve into the world of programming with hands-on, real-world
applications!New to the Third Edition:-Includes NEW examples and projects
throughout-Every NEW copy of the text includes a CD-ROM with the following:
*programming activity framework code*full example code from each
chapter*browser-based modules with visual step-by-step demonstrations of code
execution*links to popular integrated development environments and the Java
Standard Edition JDK-Every new copy includes full student access to TuringsCraft
Custome CodeLab. Customized to match the organization of this textbook,
CodeLab provides over 300 short hands-on programming exercises with immediate
feedback.Instructor Resources: Test Bank, PowerPoint Lecture Outlines, Solutions
to Programming Activities in text, and Answers to the chapter exercisesAlso
available:Java Illuminated: Brief Edition, Third Edition (ISBN-13:
978-1-4496-3202-1). This Brief Edition is suitable for the one-term introductory
course.

Learning the Vi Editor
Get a comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the core Python language with this
hands-on book. Based on author Mark Lutz’s popular training course, this updated
fifth edition will help you quickly write efficient, high-quality code with Python. It’s
an ideal way to begin, whether you’re new to programming or a professional
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developer versed in other languages. Complete with quizzes, exercises, and helpful
illustrations, this easy-to-follow, self-paced tutorial gets you started with both
Python 2.7 and 3.3— the latest releases in the 3.X and 2.X lines—plus all other
releases in common use today. You’ll also learn some advanced language features
that recently have become more common in Python code. Explore Python’s major
built-in object types such as numbers, lists, and dictionaries Create and process
objects with Python statements, and learn Python’s general syntax model Use
functions to avoid code redundancy and package code for reuse Organize
statements, functions, and other tools into larger components with modules Dive
into classes: Python’s object-oriented programming tool for structuring code Write
large programs with Python’s exception-handling model and development tools
Learn advanced Python tools, including decorators, descriptors, metaclasses, and
Unicode processing

Learning Android Application Programming
Java programmers know how finicky Java can be to work with. An omitted semicolon or the slightest typo will cause the Java command-line compiler to spew
pages of annoying error messages across your screen. And it doesn't fix
them--that's up to you: fix them, compile again, and hope that nothing goes wrong
this time.Eclipse, the popular Java integrated development environment (IDE)
provides an elegant and powerful remedy for this common, frustrating scenario. It
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doesn't just catch your errors before you compile, it also suggests solutions. All you
need to do is point and click. And it's free--what could be better? Still, if you're like
most programmers, mastering a new technology--no matter how productive it will
make you in the long run--is going to take a chunk out of your productivity now.
You want to get up to speed quickly without sacrificing efficiency.O'Reilly's new
guide to the technology, Eclipse, provides exactly what you're looking for: a fasttrack approach to mastery of Eclipse. This insightful, hands-on book delivers clear
and concise coverage, with no fluff, that gets down to business immediately. The
book is tightly focused, covering all aspects of Eclipse: the menus, preferences,
views, perspectives, editors, team and debugging techniques, and how they're
used every day by thousands of developers. Development of practical skills is
emphasized with dozens of examples presented throughout the book.From coverto-cover, the book is pure Eclipse, covering hundreds of techniques beginning with
the most basic Java development through creating your own plug-in editors for the
Eclipse environment. Some of the topics you'll learn about include: Using Eclipse to
develop Java code Testing and debugging Working in teams using CVS Building
Eclipse projects using Ant The Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) Web development
Developing Struts applications with Eclipse From basics to advanced topics, Eclipse
takes you through the fundamentals of Eclipse and more. You may be an Eclipse
novice when you pick up the book, but you'll be a pro by the time you've finished.

Java All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies
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JUnit, created by Kent Beck and Erich Gamma, is an open source framework for
test-driven development in any Java-based code. JUnit automates unit testing and
reduces the effort required to frequently test code while developing it. While there
are lots of bits of documentation all over the place, there isn't a go-to-manual that
serves as a quick reference for JUnit. This Pocket Guide meets the need, bringing
together all the bits of hard to remember information, syntax, and rules for working
with JUnit, as well as delivering the insight and sage advice that can only come
from a technology's creator. Any programmer who has written, or is writing, Java
Code will find this book valuable. Specifically it will appeal to programmers and
developers of any level that use JUnit to do their unit testing in test-driven
development under agile methodologies such as Extreme Programming (XP)
[another Beck creation].

Macintosh Terminal Pocket Guide
In his friendly, easy-to-understand style, the bestsellingauthor of Java 2 For
Dummies shows developers how to get up to speed fast onthis popular Java IDE
Eclipse, an open source product originally developed by IBM,has an estimated
500,000 users-a 45 percent market share among JavaIDEs Shows Java developers
how to maximize programming productivitywith Eclipse, covering all the basics as
well as advancedtechniques such as using Ant, developing new Eclipse plug-ins,
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andworking with Javadocs JAR files

Learning Java
In the 'distilled' tradition this is a concise introduction to Eclipse for developers of
all levels.

Java 8 Pocket Guide
Data Structures and Algorithms in Java, Second Edition is designed to be easy to
read and understand although the topic itself is complicated. Algorithms are the
procedures that software programs use to manipulate data structures. Besides
clear and simple example programs, the author includes a workshop as a small
demonstration program executable on a Web browser. The programs demonstrate
in graphical form what data structures look like and how they operate. In the
second edition, the program is rewritten to improve operation and clarify the
algorithms, the example programs are revised to work with the latest version of
the Java JDK, and questions and exercises will be added at the end of each chapter
making the book even more useful. Educational Supplement Suggested solutions
to the programming projects found at the end of each chapter are made available
to instructors at recognized educational institutions. This educational supplement
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can be found at www.prenhall.com, in the Instructor Resource Center.

Beginning JSP , JSF and Tomcat Web Development
This practical book provides the concepts and code you need to develop software
with Android, the open-source platform for cell phones and mobile devices that's
generating enthusiasm across the industry. Based on the Linux operating system
and developed by Google and the Open Handset Alliance, Android has the potential
to unite a fragmented mobile market. Android Application Development introduces
this programming environment, and offers you a complete working example that
demonstrates Android architectural features and APIs. With this book, you will: Get
a complete introduction to the Android programming environment, architecture,
and tools Build a modular application, beginning with a core module that serves to
launch modules added in subsequent chapters Learn the concepts and architecture
of a specific feature set, including views, maps, location-based services, persistent
data storage, 2D and 3D graphics, media services, telephony services, and
messaging Use ready-to-run example code that implements each feature Delve
into advanced topics, such as security, custom views, performance analysis, and
internationalization The book is a natural complement to the existing Android
documentation provided by Google. Whether you want to develop a commercial
application for mobile devices, or just want to create a mobile mashup for personal
use, Android Application Development demonstrates how you can design, build,
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and test applications for the new mobile market.

The Java EE 6 Tutorial
Eight minibooks comprising nearly 900 pages give developers the tips and
techniques they need to get up and running on the new J2SE 6 (Java Standard
Edition 6) and JDK 6 (Java Development Kit 6) This friendly, all-inclusive reference
delivers the lowdown on Java language and syntax fundamentals as well as Java
server-side programming, with explanations, reference information, and how-to
instructions for both beginning and intermediate-to-advanced programmers
Minibooks cover Java basics; programming basics; strings, arrays, and collections;
programming techniques; Swing; Web programming; files and databases; and fun
and games

Book of Vaadin
The things you need to do to set up a new software project can be daunting. First,
you have to select the back-end framework to create your API, choose your
database, set up security, and choose your build tool. Then you have to choose the
tools to create your front end: select a UI framework, configure a build tool, set up
Sass processing, configure your browser to auto-refresh when you make changes,
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and configure the client and server so they work in unison. If you're building a new
application using Spring Boot and Angular, you can save days by using JHipster.
JHipster generates a complete and modern web app, unifying: - A highperformance and robust Java stack on the server side with Spring Boot - A sleek,
modern, mobile-first front-end with Angular and Bootstrap - A robust microservice
architecture with the JHipster Registry, Netflix OSS, the ELK stack, and Docker - A
powerful workflow to build your application with Yeoman, Webpack, and
Maven/Gradle

Android for Programmers
This book is for developers who want to work smarter so they can focus their
efforts on the details that will give them the advantage. This book is tailor-made
for developers who want to move from NetBeans and Eclipse to experience the
power and functionality of IntelliJ IDEA.

Java and Eclipse for Computer Science
A new edition of the bestselling guide to Java If you want to learn to speak the
world’s most popular programming language like a native, Java For Dummies is
your ideal companion. With a focus on reusing existing code, it quickly and easily
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shows you how to create basic Java objects, work with Java classes and methods,
understand the value of variables, learn to control program flow with loops or
decision-making statements, and so much more! Java is everywhere, runs on
almost any computer, and is the engine that drives the coolest applications.
Written for anyone who’s ever wanted to tackle programming with Java but never
knew quite where to begin, this bestselling guide is your ticket to success!
Featuring updates on everything you’ll encounter in Java 9—and brimming with
tons of step-by-step instruction—it’s the perfect resource to get you up and
running with Java in a jiffy! Discover the latest features and tools in Java 9 Learn to
combine several smaller programs to create a bigger program Create basic Java
objects and reuse code Confidently handle exceptions and events If you’re ready to
jump into Java, this bestselling guide will help keep your head above water!

Python Pocket Reference
Google Android dominates the mobile market, and by targeting Android, your apps
can run on most of the phones and tablets in the world. This new fourth edition of
the #1 book for learning Android covers all modern Android versions from Android
4.1 through Android 5.0. Freshly added material covers new Android features such
as Fragments and Google Play Services. Android is a platform you can't afford not
to learn, and this book gets you started. Android is a software toolkit for mobile
phones and tablets, created by Google. It's inside more than a billion devices,
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making Android the number one platform for application developers. Your own app
could be running on all those devices! Getting started developing with Android is
easy. You don't even need access to an Android phone, just a computer where you
can install the Android SDK and the emulator that comes with it. Within minutes,
Hello, Android gets you creating your first working application: Android's version of
"Hello, World." From there, you'll build up a more substantial example: an Ultimate
Tic-Tac-Toe game. By gradually adding features to the game, you'll learn about
many aspects of Android programming, such as creating animated user interfaces,
playing music and sound effects, building location-based services (including GPS
and cell-tower triangulation), and accessing web services. You'll also learn how to
publish your applications to the Google Play Store. This fourth edition of the
bestselling Android classic has been revised for Android 4.1-4.3 (Jelly Bean), 4.4
(KitKat), and Android 5.0 (Lollipop). Topics have been streamlined and simplified
based on reader feedback, and every page and example has been reviewed and
updated for compatibility with the latest versions of Android. If you'd rather be
coding than reading about coding, this book is for you.

Eclipse
As the majority of Java developers are only Web-tier developers; Java technologies
like JavaServer Pages (JSP), JavaServer Faces (JSF), and Apache Tomcat are mainly
applicable and relevant to their needs. This comprehensive and user-friendly book
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is the first and maybe even the only starter-level work of its kind combining the
naturally complimentary JSP, JSF and Tomcat Web technologies into one
consolidated treatment for developers focusing on just Java Web application
development and deployment. This book is examples-driven using practical, realtime e-commerce case studies and scenarios throughout.

Exploring BeagleBone
Quick and painless Java programming with expert multimedia instruction Java
Programming 24-Hour Trainer, 2nd Edition is your complete beginner's guide to the
Java programming language, with easy-to-follow lessons and supplemental
exercises that help you get up and running quickly. Step-by-step instruction walks
you through the basics of object-oriented programming, syntax, interfaces, and
more, before building upon your skills to develop games, web apps, networks, and
automations. This second edition has been updated to align with Java SE 8 and
Java EE 7, and includes new information on GUI basics, lambda expressions,
streaming API, WebSockets, and Gradle. Even if you have no programming
experience at all, the more than six hours of Java programming screencasts will
demonstrate major concepts and procedures in a way that facilitates learning and
promotes a better understanding of the development process. This is your quick
and painless guide to mastering Java, whether you're starting from scratch or just
looking to expand your skill set. Master the building blocks that go into any Java
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project Make writing code easier with the Eclipse tools Learn to connect Java
applications to databases Design and build graphical user interfaces and web
applications Learn to develop GUIs with JavaFX If you want to start programming
quickly, Java Programming 24-Hour Trainer, 2nd Edition is your ideal solution.

Android Application Development
The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Advanced Topics, Fourth Edition, is a task-oriented,
example-driven guide to developing enterprise applications for the Java Platform,
Enterprise Edition 6 (Java EE 6). Written by members of the Java EE 6
documentation team at Oracle, this book provides new and intermediate Java
programmers with a deep understanding of the platform. This guide–which builds
on the concepts introduced in The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts, Fourth
Edition–contains advanced material, including detailed introductions to more
complex platform features and instructions for using the latest version of the
NetBeans IDE and the GlassFish Server, Open Source Edition. This book introduces
the Java Message Service (JMS) API and Java EE Interceptors. It also describes
advanced features of JavaServer Faces, Servlets, JAX-RS, Enterprise JavaBeans
components, the Java Persistence API, Contexts and Dependency Injection for the
Java EE Platform, web and enterprise application security, and Bean Validation. The
book culminates with three new case studies that illustrate the use of multiple Java
EE 6 APIs.
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Android Apps with Eclipse
Android is a new software toolkit for mobile phones, created by Google and the
Open Handset Alliance. In a few years, it's expected to be found inside millions of
cell phones and other mobile devices, making Android a major platform for
application developers. That could be your own program running on all those
devices. Getting started developing with Android is easy. You don't even need
access to an Android phone, just a computer where you can install the Android SDK
and the phone emulator that comes with it. Within minutes, "Hello, Android" will
get you creating your first working application: Android's version of "Hello, World."
From there, you'll build up a more substantial example: an Android Sudoku game.
By gradually adding features to the game throughout the course of the book, you'll
learn about many aspects of Android programming including user interfaces,
multimedia, and the Android life cycle. If you're a busy developer who'd rather be
coding than reading about coding, this book is for you. To help you find what you
need to know fast, each chapter ends with "Fast forward" section. These sections
provide guidance for where you should go next when you need to read the book
out of order.

Eclipse Distilled
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For many users, working in the Unix environment means using vi, a full-screen text
editor available on most Unix systems. Even those who know vi often make use of
only a small number of its features.Learning the vi Editor is a complete guide to
text editing withvi. Topics new to the sixth edition include multiscreen editing and
coverage of fourviclones: vim, elvis, nvi, and vile and their enhancements to vi,
such as multi-window editing, GUI interfaces, extended regular expressions, and
enhancements for programmers. A new appendix describes vi's place in the Unix
and Internet cultures.Quickly learn the basics of editing, cursor movement, and
global search and replacement. Then take advantage of the more subtle power of
vi. Extend your editing skills by learning to use ex, a powerful line editor, from
within vi. For easy reference, the sixth edition also includes a command summary
at the end of each appropriate chapter.Topics covered include: Basic editing
Moving around in a hurry Beyond the basics Greater power with ex Global search
and replacement Customizing vi and ex Command shortcuts Introduction to the vi
clones' extensions The nvi, elvis, vim, and vile editors Quick reference to vi and ex
commands vi and the Internet

Java Programming
Updated for both Python 3.4 and 2.7, this convenient pocket guide is the perfect onthe-job quick reference. You’ll find concise, need-to-know information on Python
types and statements, special method names, built-in functions and exceptions,
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commonly used standard library modules, and other prominent Python tools. The
handy index lets you pinpoint exactly what you need. Written by Mark Lutz—widely
recognized as the world’s leading Python trainer—Python Pocket Reference is an
ideal companion to O’Reilly’s classic Python tutorials, Learning Python and
Programming Python, also written by Mark. This fifth edition covers: Built-in object
types, including numbers, lists, dictionaries, and more Statements and syntax for
creating and processing objects Functions and modules for structuring and reusing
code Python’s object-oriented programming tools Built-in functions, exceptions,
and attributes Special operator overloading methods Widely used standard library
modules and extensions Command-line options and development tools Python
idioms and hints The Python SQL Database API

Programming Robots with ROS
Develop and deploy fully functional applications and microservices utilising
Tomcat, Glassfish servers, Cloud and docker in Java EE 8 Key Features Explore the
complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications Develop
microservices with Docker Container and deploy it in cloud Simplify Java EE
application development Book Description Java EE is one of the most popular tools
for enterprise application design and development. With recent changes to Java EE
8 specifications, Java EE application development has become a lot simpler with
the new specifications, some of which compete with the existing specifications.
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This guide provides a complete overview of developing highly performant, robust
and secure enterprise applications with Java EE with Eclipse. The book begins by
exploring different Java EE technologies and how to use them (JSP, JSF, JPA, JDBC,
EJB, and more), along with suitable technologies for different scenarios. You will
learn how to set up the development environment for Java EE applications and
understand Java EE specifications in detail, with an emphasis on examples. The
book takes you through deployment of an application in Tomcat, GlassFish Servers,
and also in the cloud. It goes beyond the basics and covers topics like debugging,
testing, deployment, and securing your Java EE applications. You'll also get to know
techniques to develop cloud-ready microservices in Java EE. What you will learn
Set up Eclipse, Tomcat, and Glassfish servers for Java EE application development
Use JSP, Servlet, JSF, and EJBs to create a user interface and write business logic
Create Java EE database applications using JDBC and JPA Handle asynchronous
messages using MDBs for better scalability Deploy and debug Java EE applications
and create SOAP and REST web services Write unit tests and calculate code
coverage Use Eclipse MAT (Memory Analysis Tool) to debug memory issues Create
and deploy microservices Who this book is for If you are a Java developer with little
or no experience in Java EE application development, or if you have experience in
Java EE technology but are looking for tips to simplify and accelerate your
development process, then this book is for you.

Professional Android 2 Application Development
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Eclipse is the world's most popular IDE for Java development. And although there
are plenty of large tomes that cover all the nooks and crannies of Eclipse, what you
really need is a quick, handy guide to the features that are used over and over
again in Java programming. You need answers to basic questions such as: Where
was that menu? What does that command do again? And how can I set my
classpath on a per-project basis? This practical pocket guide gets you up to speed
quickly with Eclipse. It covers basic concepts, including Views and editors, as well
as features that are not commonly understood, such as Perspectives and Launch
Configurations. You'll learn how to write and debug your Java code--and how to
integrate that code with tools such as Ant and JUnit. You'll also get a toolbox full of
tips and tricks to handle common--and sometimes unexpected--tasks that you'll
run across in your Java development cycle. Additionally, the Eclipse IDE Pocket
Guide has a thorough appendix detailing all of Eclipse's important views, menus,
and commands. The Eclipse IDE Pocket Guide is just the resource you need for
using Eclipse, whether it's on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. Put it in your back
pocket, or just throw it in your backpack. With this guide in hand, you're ready to
tackle the Eclipse programming environment.

The Definitive Guide to Modern Java Clients with JavaFX
In-depth instruction and practical techniques for buildingwith the BeagleBone
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embedded Linux platform Exploring BeagleBone is a hands-on guide to
bringinggadgets, gizmos, and robots to life using the popular
BeagleBoneembedded Linux platform. Comprehensive content and deep
detailprovide more than just a BeagleBone instructionmanual—you’ll also learn the
underlying engineeringtechniques that will allow you to create your own projects.
Thebook begins with a foundational primer on essential skills, andthen gradually
moves into communication, control, and advancedapplications using C/C++,
allowing you to learn at your own pace.In addition, the book’s companion website
featuresinstructional videos, source code, discussion forums, and more, toensure
that you have everything you need. The BeagleBone’s small size, high
performance, low cost,and extreme adaptability have made it a favorite
developmentplatform, and the Linux software base allows for complex yetflexible
functionality. The BeagleBone has applications in smartbuildings, robot control,
environmental sensing, to name a few;and, expansion boards and peripherals
dramatically increase thepossibilities. Exploring BeagleBone provides areaderfriendly guide to the device, including a crash coursein computer engineering.
While following step by step, you can: Get up to speed on embedded Linux,
electronics, andprogramming Master interfacing electronic circuits, buses and
modules, withpractical examples Explore the Internet-connected BeagleBone and
the BeagleBonewith a display Apply the BeagleBone to sensing applications,
including videoand sound Explore the BeagleBone’s Programmable RealTimeControllers Hands-on learning helps ensure that your new skills stay withyou,
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allowing you to design with electronics, modules, orperipherals even beyond the
BeagleBone. Insightful guidance andonline peer support help you transition from
beginner to expert asyou master the techniques presented in Exploring
BeagleBone,the practical handbook for the popular computing platform.

Learning Python
Provides a thorough guide to using Eclipse features and plugins effectively in the
context of real-world Java development.

Eclipse IDE Pocket Guide
JUnit Pocket Guide
Teaches Android programming through structured exercises that cover the entire
development process, guiding readers through building a mobile biking app that
can track mileage and routes.

Java Illuminated
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"A quick reference for simplified Enterprise Java development"--Cover.

Eclipse For Dummies
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself Android Game
Programming in 24 Hours will help you master mobile game development for
Android 4. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll gain hands-on
expertise with the entire process: from getting access to the hardware via the
Android SDK to finishing a complete example game. You’ll learn to use the Android
SDK and open source software to design and build fast, highly playable games for
the newest Android smartphones and tablets. Every lesson builds on what you’ve
already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success! Step-bystep instructions carefully walk you through the most common Android game
programming tasks. Quizzes and exercises at the end of each chapter help you
test your knowledge. By the Way notes present interesting information related to
the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform
tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on
how to avoid them. Jonathan Harbour is a writer and instructor whose love for
computers and video games dates back to the Commodore PET and Atari 2600 era.
He has a Master’s in Information Systems Management. His portfolio site at
http://www.jharbour.com includes a discussion forum. He also authored Sams
Teach Yourself Windows Phone 7 Game Programming in 24 Hours. His love of
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science fiction led to the remake of a beloved classic video game with some
friends, resulting in Starflight—The Lost Colony (http://www.starflightgame.com).
Learn how to… Install and configure the free development tools, including the
Android 4 SDK, Java Development Kit, and Eclipse (or NetBeans) Use the Android
graphics system to bring your game characters to life Load and manage bitmaps,
and use double buffering for better performance Incorporate timing and animation
with threaded game loops Tap into the touch screen for user input Learn to use
Android sensors such as the accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, light detector,
and thermometer Integrate audio into your games using the media player Build
your own game engine library to simplify gameplay code in your projects Animate
games with sprites using atlas images and fast matrix transforms Employ objectoriented programming techniques using inheritance and data hiding Create an
advanced animation system to add interesting behaviors to game objects Detect
collisions and simulate realistic movement with trigonometry Experiment with an
evolving engine coding technique that more naturally reflects how games are
written

Java EE 6 Pocket Guide
Java is the preferred language for many of today’s leading-edge
technologies—everything from smartphones and game consoles to robots, massive
enterprise systems, and supercomputers. If you’re new to Java, the fourth edition
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of this bestselling guide provides an example-driven introduction to the latest
language features and APIs in Java 6 and 7. Advanced Java developers will be able
to take a deep dive into areas such as concurrency and JVM enhancements. You’ll
learn powerful new ways to manage resources and exceptions in your applications,
and quickly get up to speed on Java’s new concurrency utilities, and APIs for web
services and XML. You’ll also find an updated tutorial on how to get started with
the Eclipse IDE, and a brand-new introduction to database access in Java.

The JHipster Mini-Book
Want to develop novel robot applications, but don’t know how to write a mapping
or object-recognition system? You’re not alone, but you’re certainly not without
help. By combining real-world examples with valuable knowledge from the Robot
Operating System (ROS) community, this practical book provides a set of
motivating recipes for solving specific robotics use cases. Ideal for enthusiasts,
from students in robotics clubs to professional robotics scientists and engineers,
each recipe describes a complete solution using ROS open source libraries and
tools. You’ll learn how to complete tasks described in the recipes, as well as how to
configure and recombine components for other tasks. If you’re familiar with
Python, you’re ready to go. Learn fundamentals, including key ROS concepts, tools,
and patterns Program robots that perform an increasingly complex set of
behaviors, using the powerful packages in ROS See how to easily add perception
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and navigation abilities to your robots Integrate your own sensors, actuators,
software libraries, and even a whole robot into the ROS ecosystem Learn tips and
tricks for using ROS tools and community resources, debugging robot behavior,
and using C++ in ROS

Professional Eclipse 3 for Java Developers
Unlock the secrets of the Terminal and discover how this powerful tool solves
problems the Finder can’t handle. With this handy guide, you’ll learn commands for
a variety of tasks, such as killing programs that refuse to quit, renaming a large
batch of files in seconds, or running jobs in the background while you do other
work. Get started with an easy-to-understand overview of the Terminal and its
partner, the shell. Then dive into commands neatly arranged into two dozen
categories, including directory operations, file comparisons, and network
connections. Each command includes a concise description of its purpose and
features. Log into your Mac from remote locations Search and modify files in
powerful ways Schedule jobs for particular days and times Let several people use
one Mac at the same time Compress and uncompress files in a variety of formats
View and manipulate Mac OS X processes Combine multiple commands to perform
complex operations Download and install additional commands from the Internet
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Java EE 8 Development with Eclipse
Presents a guide to Android application development using the app-driven
approach for sixteen fully tested apps that include syntax, code walkthroughs, and
sample outputs.

Hello, Android
Almost every job today has some interaction with a computer or a computing
device. Computers come in all shapes and sizes such as smartphones, ATM
machines, thermostats, test equipment, robotics, point-of-sale systems, cloud
servers, projection systems, and, oh yes, personal computers. All of them need to
be designed, built, and programmed. Having a good understanding of computer
programming and Computer Science can provide a good foundation for one's
career. The Java programming language is one of the most popular programming
languages used today. By learning Java, you will have a good understanding of
structured programming, and Java is a good vehicle to learn the basics of
Computer Science. Employers are always looking for new-hires to have practical
experience. The best way to stand out during the interview process is to
demonstrate that you have a familiarity with the tools used by professional
programmers. There are many Java development tools available, but when it
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comes to Java programming, Eclipse is the tool frequently used in the industry.
Eclipse is a popular Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that supports Java,
C/C++, and web development. This textbook combines Java programming,
Computer Science, and a popular development tool that not only prepares you for
the Computer Science curriculum but also beyond the classroom into your
professional career. The 14 chapters start with the basics of how Algebra flows into
computer programming, moves on to logical program flow, and then to Object
Oriented Programming. After these fundamentals come the advanced topics of
recursion, search, sort, and Big-O notation. Going beyond the basic curriculum
material, the later chapters cover graphical programming with JavaFX, File I/O, an
introduction to data structures, and finishes with JavaFX 2-D Game development.
There are many computer activities to provide a hands-on experience and keep
you involved during the reading of this book.

IntelliJ IDEA Essentials
This book gives a detailed introduction into the Eclipse platform and covers all
relevant aspects of Eclipse RCP development. Every topic in this book has a
content section in which the topic is explained and afterwards you have several
exercises to practice your learning. You will be guided through all relevant aspects
of Eclipse 4 development using an comprehensive example which you continue to
extend in the exercises. You will learn about the new programming concepts of
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Eclipse 4, e.g. the application model, dependency injection, CSS styling, the
renderer framework, the event system and much more. Proven Eclipse
technologies like SWT, JFace viewers, OSGi modularity and services, data binding,
etc. are also covered in detail. This book requires a working knowledge of Java and
assumes that you are familiar in using the Eclipse IDE for standard Java
development. It assumes no previous experience of Eclipse plug-in and Eclipse RCP
development.
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